The nuclear hormone receptors (NRs) are ligand-dependent transcription factors, forming a large family consisting of \>200 members throughout the metazoans \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. NRs mediate biologic actions of small lipophilic molecules, including metabolites of cholesterol and fatty acids, steroid hormones, retinoids, and vitamin D \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. Some NRs do not have ligands, and thus they are called orphan receptors \[[@B3]\]. NRs have diverse regulatory actions in a wide range of biological processes, such as cell proliferation and differentiation, circadian rhythms, growth and aging, immunity, reproduction, and intermediary metabolism \[[@B4]\]. They exert their effects primarily by regulating the transcriptional activity of their responsive genes through binding to specific DNA recognition motifs called response elements \[[@B5], [@B6]\].

NRs consists of four major functional domains/region: the *N*-terminal domain (NTD, also called A/B region), the DNA-binding domain (DBD, also called C region), the hinge region (HR, also called D region), and the ligand-binding domain (LBD, also called E/F region) \[[@B1], [@B7]\]. NTD has ligand-independent transactivation domain(s) and contains several amino acids subjected to posttranslational modification \[[@B1], [@B5]\]. DBD has two C4-type zinc finger motifs through which it binds a DNA response element \[[@B8]\]. LBD has a ligand-binding pocket (LBP) and a ligand-dependent transactivation domain called activation function 2 (AF-2) \[[@B1], [@B9]\]. Finally, HR acts as a linker for DBD and LBD and determines in part the number of spacing nucleotides in tandem response elements \[[@B1], [@B5]\]. NTD is the most variable region throughout NRs for both amino acid sequence and peptide size, whereas DBD is the most conserved domain \[[@B10]--[@B13]\].

NRs can be observed from simple metazoans to humans \[[@B14]\]. NRs are highly conserved molecules and originated from a common ancestral protein that harbors DBD and LBD \[[@B15]--[@B19]\]. These pieces of evidence indicate that the current human *NR* genes have been created through a long history of natural selection, coping with random occurrence of various genetic changes \[[@B20], [@B21]\].

Single-nucleotide variations (SNVs) or polymorphisms are genetic alterations accounting for \>80% of all variations with a frequency of \>1% \[[@B22]\]. A single human genome contains millions of SNVs, indicating that they can be identified virtually in every 300 base pairs \[[@B23]\]. Within the protein-coding genes, SNVs can be of two types: (1) synonymous (S) variation (the nucleotide replacements that do not change coding amino acids) and (2) nonsynonymous (NS) variation (the nucleotide replacements that do change coding amino acids) \[[@B24]\]. SNVs also occur within the non-protein-coding area where they sometimes interfere with messenger RNA expression of the nearby genes, such as by affecting RNA splicing and by changing access of the transcription factors to gene regulatory elements \[[@B25]--[@B27]\]. Although \>90% of SNVs are not associated with obvious biological consequences in humans \[[@B28], [@B29]\], some SNVs may cause beneficial or adverse effects \[[@B30]\]. Furthermore, they are among the strong driving forces for promoting organism evolution and diversification. Indeed, the NS variants previously inserted into the *NR* genes and surviving against genetic selection have contributed to the creation of the current NRs that demonstrate broad specificities to ligands and downstream biological activities \[[@B14]\]. Thus, the gene variations found in the current human *NR* genes may underlie the future sequence alteration to be observed in forthcoming NRs. Therefore, we quantified SNVs in 47 out of all 48 human *NR* genes by browsing a collection of sequencing data from \~60,000 unrelated individuals and revealed a "snapshot" of the genetic variation found in the *NR* genes of the current human population. Our results suggest that the rule that previously drove NR evolution/diversification in their major domains still operates in the human *NR* genes. Furthermore, gene age and a high adaptation potential to new ligands, but not functional diversity, are major determinants for the accumulation of SNVs in the human *NR* genes.

1. Materials and Methods {#s1}
========================

A. Determination of Nucleotide Sequences for Major Domains/Regions of NRs {#s2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used 47 human *NR* genes in this study (Supplemental Table 1). We omitted *NR2E3* (*PNR*) from our analysis, as variation data for this gene were not available in the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) Browser (Beta) (<http://exac.broadinstitute.org/>). Various reports use slightly different amino acid sequences of the four major domains/region (NTD, DBD, HR, and LBD) of each NR, and thus we used a single data resource relevant to all NRs to determine their domain/region sequences. We retrieved the information from the Pfam source in the Ensembl database ([www.ensembl.org](http://www.ensembl.org)), accessing to its "domains & features display" for the canonical transcripts only. NTD was considered the domain spanning from the translation start site of the respective NR to the nucleotide prior to the start codon of its DBD. HR was similarly determined based on the end and the start nucleotides of DBD and LBD, respectively. The end nucleotide of LBD was determined by the stop codon of the NR protein.

B. Counting of SNVs {#s3}
-------------------

SNVs in each NR protein-coding sequence were retrieved from the ExAC browser by entering the gene name and by selecting the "canonical transcript." For members of the human leukocyte antigen (*HLA*) or histone deacetylase (*HDAC*) families, their SNVs were also retrieved from their canonical transcripts found in the same database (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3). The following variations were counted: NS (same as missense), S, "in-frame insertion/deletion," "start lost," "stop gained," "stop lost," "frameshift," "splice donor," and "splice acceptor." Among these, "start lost," "stop gained," "stop lost," "frameshift," "splice donor," and "splice acceptor" variations were considered loss-of-function (LoF) variation. For data quality control, any variants with an allele frequency \<0.001 and observed \<20,000 alleles were excluded from analysis. Three parameters---percentage of all variants, percentage of LoF variants, and ratio of NS/S---variants were then calculated for the whole protein and four major domains/region of each NR (Supplemental Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5). Percentage of all variants and percentage of LoF variants were calculated by dividing the number of corresponding variants with the length of the coding nucleotides.

C. Grouping of NRs Into Phylogenetic or Functional Subfamilies/Groups {#s4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

NRs were classified phylogenetically into seven subfamilies (NR0 to NR6: groups of the *NR* genes with high sequence similarity and often paralogous relationship in vertebrates) \[[@B31]\] or functionally into three groups: metabolic receptors (MeRs; 21 NRs: RAR*α*, RAR*β*, RAR*γ*, PPAR*α*, PPAR*β*/*δ*, PPAR*γ*, Rev-erb*α*, Rev-erb*β*, ROR*α*, ROR*β*, ROR*γ*, LXR*α*, LXR*β*, FXR*α*, PXR, CAR, HNF4*α*, HNF4*γ*, RXR*α*, RXR*β*, and RXR*γ*), orphan receptors \[ORs; 14 NRs: TR2, TR4, TLX (TLL), COUP-TFI, COUP-TFII, EAR2, NUR77, NURR, NOR1, SF1, LRH-1, GCNF, DAX-1, and SHP\], and hormonal receptors (HoRs; 12 NRs: TR*α*, TR*β*, VDR, ER*α*, ER*β*, ERR*α*, ERR*β*, ERR*γ*, GR, MR, PR, and AR) \[[@B1]\].

D. Data Extraction for NR Gene Age, Organ/Tissue Expression, and Interacting Proteins {#s5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gene age of the 46 human *NR* genes was sorted out from the GenTree browser (<http://gentree.ioz.ac.cn>) in which gene age is determined with the 13 timeframes based on branching of the vertebrate phylogenetic tree \[[@B32]\]. Thirty-eight *NR* genes were found in branch 0 (\~454.6 million years ago), whereas seven and one *NR* genes were in branch 1 (\~361.2 million years ago) and in branch 3 (\~220.2 million years ago), respectively (Supplemental Table 5). Gene age of the *NR1D1* (*REV-ERBα*) was not available in this site. We extracted the number of NR-expressing tissues in 27 different organs/tissues from the Human Protein Atlas (<http://www.proteinatlas.org/>) that integrates RNA and protein expression data for \~80% of the human protein-coding genes \[[@B33]\] (Supplemental Table 5). We considered that NRs are expressed if fragments per kilobase of exon per million mapped of a *NR* messenger RNA are \>1, as previously suggested \[[@B34]\]. The number of proteins interacting with NRs was retrieved from the Human Integrated Protein-Protein Interaction Reference browser (<http://cbdm-01.zdv.uni-mainz.de/~mschaefer/hippie>), where the interaction is determined based on the amount and quality of the evidence for a given protein-protein interaction \[[@B35]\] (Supplemental Table 5).

E. Statistical Analysis {#s6}
-----------------------

Kruskal-Wallis, two-way analysis of variance, or Mann-Whitney tests were used, depending on the data distribution and the sample size. The significance level was set to 0.05. Although we performed statistical analyses for all possible comparisons, only the results of comparisons with statistical significance were demonstrated in the figures to avoid complexity. Most of the data analyses were performed with the GraphPad Prism software version 7.0b (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). A bioconductor package Consensusclusterplus (<https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/26/12/1572/281699/ConsensusClusterPlus-a-class-discovery-tool-with>) with an agglomerative hierarchical clustering option was used for unsupervised clustering of the data. Principal component analysis (PCA) was also performed, and PC1 and PC2 coordinates were plotted to show the variance.

2. Results {#s7}
==========

A. NR Genes Form a Highly Conserved Gene Family {#s8}
-----------------------------------------------

We first counted SNVs in the 47 human *NR* genes and calculated three parameters: (1) percentage of all variants, (2) percentage of LoF variants, and (3) ratio of NS/S variants (Supplemental Tables 1 and 4.1). Percentages of all variants ranged between 22.03% (*NR2F6*: *EAR2*) and 68.87% (*NR3A2*: *ERβ*) and averaged 43.61%. To assess overall tolerance of the human *NR* genes against SNVs, we compared the three variation parameters of all *NR* genes to those of the families known to be highly (*HLAs*) or little (*HDACs*) tolerant to gene variation \[[@B36]\] ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Such characteristics of these control families are evident in the ExAC browser, where *HLAs* and *HDACs* respectively demonstrated statistically significant low and high scores of pLI (probability of being LoF intolerant) (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3). *NRs*, *HDACs*, and *HLAs* demonstrated similar levels of the percentage of all variants ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). *NRs* showed a significantly lower percentage of LoF variants and lower ratio of NS/S variants to those of *HLAs* but equivalent to *HDACs* ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} [and 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). LoF variation potentially and largely affects functions of the encoded proteins or knock outs their expression, and a low ratio of NS/S variants indicates a tendency of preserving protein sequences against SNVs \[[@B37]\]. Thus, these results indicate that *NR*s form a conserved gene family like *HDACs* that are highly intolerant to (or easily eliminated through natural selection) the SNVs potentially affecting protein sequences and/or functions of the encoded proteins.

![The *NR* genes form a highly conserved family. Percentages of (A) all or (B) LoF variants or (C) ratios of NS/S variants between *NR*, *HDAC*, and *HLA* families are shown. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean values of the indicated parameters. \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001, compared between the two gene families indicated. Only the results of statistical analyses having significant difference are shown.](js-02-1-77-f1){#F1}

B. Three Variation Parameters of the Human NR Genes are Correlated with Each Other, Whereas Four NR Genes Demonstrate High Variation Profiles Distinct From the Others {#s9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next evaluated the relationship between the three variation parameters of the human *NR* genes. We found that they were strongly and positively correlated with each other in linear regression analyses (*P* \< 0.0001) ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In these analyses, four *NR* genes---*NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*) (group 2)---were distinct from the remaining *NR* genes (group 1), as evident in the cluster analysis ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel) as well as in the PCA ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These genes demonstrated a much higher percentage of LoF variants and a higher ratio of NS/S variants against the percentage of all variants compared with the group 1 *NR* genes, indicating that they are highly tolerant to (thus allow) the SNVs potentially affecting their amino acid sequences and/or functions. On the other hand, *NR2F1* (*COUP-TFI*) and *NR2F2* (*COUP-TFII*) showed the least variation profiles compared with the other *NR* genes, although they did not make a distinct group ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Four *NR* genes demonstrate high variation profiles distinct from the other *NR* genes. (A, B) Relationship between the three variation parameters of the *NR* genes. The three variation parameter values of the (A) full protein-coding (left panel) or (B) LBD-coding (left panel) sequence of the human *NR* genes are shown in three-dimensional plots. Pink, gray, and green axes indicate percentage of all variants, percentage of LoF variants, and ratio of NS/S variants, respectively. Results of the hierarchical cluster analysis for the full protein- or LBD-coding sequence of the human *NR* genes (right panels of A and B) demonstrate that the four *NR* genes \[*NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*): group 2\] are distinct from the other *NR* genes (group 1), due to their high percentage of LoF variants and high ratio of NS/S variants. Scale legends are shown in the right side of the heatmaps. *NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*), as well as *NR2F1* (*COUP-TFI*) and *NR2F2* (*COUP-TFII*), are indicated in panel A, whereas the former four genes are pointed in panel B. (C) PCA for the three variation parameters of the full protein-coding sequence of the *NR* genes. Results of the PCA labeled with phylogenetic (left panel) or functional (right panel) classification of the 47 *NR* genes are shown. The four distinct *NR* genes---*NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*)---are indicated in the left panel. (D) LBP size is moderately and positively correlated with the percentage of LoF variants of the full protein-coding sequence in 16 *NR* genes. LBP size of the 16 NRs (RAR*α*, PPAR*γ*, ROR*α*, ROR*β*, LXR*α*, FXR*α*, VDR, PXR, HNF4*α*, HNF4*γ*, RXR*α*, ER*α*, ERR*γ*, GR, PR, and LRH-1) previously evaluated in the structural analysis \[[@B40]\] is moderately correlated with the percentage of LoF variants of their full protein-coding sequence in the linear regression analysis. (E) LBP size is strongly and positively correlated with all three variation parameters of the LBD-coding sequence in 16 *NR* genes. LBP size of the 16 NRs is strongly correlated with the percentage of all variants (left panel), percentage of LoF variants (middle panel), and ratio of NS/S variants (right panel) of their LBD-coding sequence in the linear regression analysis.](js-02-1-77-f2){#F2}

We investigated whether the excess number of variants observed in the four *NR* genes is randomly distributed in their full-coding sequence or accumulated in specific domains/regions. Thus, we examined the association of the three variation parameters in the coding sequence of the four domains/region of all *NR* genes and found that the LBD-coding sequence, but not the other domains/region-coding sequences, of the four distinct *NR* genes \[*NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*)\] demonstrated similar profiles of a high percentage of LoF variants and a high ratio of NS/S variants against the percentage of all variants ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Table 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5). This result indicates that LBD is responsible for the high variation profiles found in the full protein-coding sequence of the four distinct *NR* genes.

PXR and CAR are known as xenobiotic receptors with their ability to bind a variety of endogenous and exogenous compounds ([@B39]), whereas ER*β* has a higher affinity to various estrogenic endocrine disruptors (xenoestrogens) compared with ER*α* \[[@B39]\]. Thus, we hypothesized that the high variation property of these *NR* genes may support their flexibility in interacting with broad ranges of ligands, including those newly appearing in the environment. As LBP size may be associated with ligand plasticity \[[@B40]\], we compared LBP volume of the 16 NRs already under structural analysis with the three variation parameters of their full protein-coding sequence and found that their LBP volume was moderately and positively correlated with the percentage of LoF variants among the three variation parameters ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Because LBD of the four *NR* genes is responsible for their high variation profiles observed in their full protein-coding sequence, we performed the comparison using the LBD data of the 16 *NR* genes and found a much stronger correlation of their LBP volume to all three variation parameters ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the high variation character of these *NR* genes may underlie their high flexibility in interacting with various compounds appearing in the environment based on their high capacity to maintain sequence diversity.

C. NTD and DBD are Respectively the Domains Bearing the Most and Least Variation {#s10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examined distribution of SNVs in four major domains/region of the NRs: NTD, DBD, HR, and LBD ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). DBD demonstrated significantly lower percentage of all variants than NTD and HR but had no statistical difference against LBD. HR showed a statistically significant higher percentage of all variants than LBD but not NTD ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). There was no statistical difference between the four domains/region for percentage of LoF variants ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). DBD again demonstrated a statistically significant lower ratio of NS/S variants than NTD and HR but not LBD. On the other hand, NTD showed a significantly higher ratio of NS/S variants than HR and LBD ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results suggest that DBD is a domain of the least genetic variation, whereas NTD is of the most variation. However, all domains/regions showed no significant difference in the percentage of LoF variants; thus, they appear to be equally sensitive to the variations that significantly alter or knock out functions/expression of the encoding proteins.

![DBD and NTD are respectively the domains with the least and the most gene variation. Percentages of (A) all or (B) LoF variants or (C) ratios of NS/S variants in the coding sequence of the NTD, DBD, HR, and LBD of all *NR* genes are shown. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean values of the indicated parameters. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\* \< 0.001, \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001, compared between the two domains indicated. Only the results of statistical analyses having significant difference are shown.](js-02-1-77-f3){#F3}

D. Phylogenetic or Functional NR Subfamilies/Groups Do Not Strongly Influence Their Gene Variation {#s11}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then examined SNVs within the NR subfamilies/groups due to their phylogenetic proximity (NR0 to NR6) or functionality (MeRs, ORs, and HoRs). For the former subfamilies, NR0, NR5, and NR6 were excluded from our analyses because they have insufficient numbers of subfamily members for statistical evaluation.

We found that NR1 to NR4 subfamilies showed no difference in their percentage of all variants and percentage of LoF variants ([Fig. 4A--4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We further examined these parameters in four major domains/region and found that percentage of all variants and percentage of LoF variants were similar between the same domains of all indicated subfamilies ([Fig. 4D--4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, functional NR groups (MeRs, ORs, and HoRs) showed no difference in their percentage of all variants, percentage of LoF variants, and ratio of NS/S variants ([Fig. 5A--5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, they did not demonstrate any difference in all of these variation parameters between the groups inside the same domains, except for percentage of all variants for NTD between MeRs and ORs ([Fig. 5D--5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These results were also confirmed in the PCA employing all *NR* genes ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) where members of the same subfamilies/groups did not form distinct clusters. Using the same data sets, we compared the difference between four major domains/region inside the same phylogenetic or functional subfamilies/groups and found that, although weak, the tendency identified in all *NR* genes for DBD and NTD to harbor the least and the most variation, respectively, was consistent across different NR subfamilies/groups (Supplemental Fig. 1). Taken together, our results indicate that phylogenetic proximity or functional difference has a limited influence on the diversity of SNVs in the human *NR* genes.

![Phylogenetic proximity of the *NR* genes little influences *NR* gene variation. Percentages of (A, D) all or (B, E) LoF variants or (C, F) ratios of NS/S variants in (A--C) different NR subfamilies or in (D--F) their major domains/region are shown. NR0, NR5, and NR6 were excluded from the comparisons due to insufficient numbers of family members for statistical evaluation. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean values of the indicated parameters. Comparisons in panels D, E, and F were made inside the same domains/regions. Kruskal-Wallis test was used for statistical analyses. All possible comparisons do not reach statistical significance.](js-02-1-77-f4){#F4}

![Functionality of NRs is not associated with *NR* gene variation. Percentages of (A, D) all or (B, E) LoF variants or (C, F) ratios of NS/S variants in (A--C) different functional NR groups or in (D--F) their major domains/region are shown. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean values of the indicated parameters. Comparisons in panels D, E, and F were made inside the same domains/region. Kruskal-Wallis test was used for statistical analyses. \**P* \< 0.05, compared between the two functional groups indicated. Only the result of statistical analyses having a significant difference is shown.](js-02-1-77-f5){#F5}

E. NR Gene Age is Associated With SNV Accumulation, But the Number of Their Expressing Organs/Tissues and of Interacting Proteins is Not {#s12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We explored the factors that potentially influence SNVs of the human *NR* genes. We first focused on gene age, which was recently determined for over half of the human protein-coding genes \[[@B32]\]. We successfully retrieved gene age for 46 human *NRs*: 38 *NRs* are in branch 0 (\~454.6 million years ago), whereas 7 *NRs* are in branch 1 (\~361.2 million years ago) and 1 *NR* is in branch 3 (\~220.2 million years ago) (Supplemental Table 5). Because most of the *NR* genes were found in branch 0 but only one was in branch 3, we categorized them into two groups: (1) old *NR* genes found in branch 0 and (2) young *NR* genes in branch 1 or 3. We found that young *NR* genes demonstrated a significantly higher percentage of all variants and percentage of LoF variants than old *NR* genes, whereas these two groups showed no differences in the ratio of NS/S variants ([Fig. 6A--6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We thus concluded that gene age of the human *NR* genes is a factor potentially influencing the abundance of their SNVs, likely as a reflection of genetic selection pressure over organismal evolution. We also examined the correlation of the number of organs/tissues expressing respective NR or the number of partner proteins that interact with each NR to our three variation parameters by retrieving the data from publicly available data resources. We found that neither of these correlated with any of our three parameters ([Fig. 6D--6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6G--6I](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). These results indicate that SNVs of the human *NR* genes are independent of their functional diversity over human organs/tissues as well as in communicating with other biological pathways, although the latter data set for NR-interacting proteins might contain some biases caused by difference in our current understanding of each NR.

![*NR* gene age is associated with gene variation, but diversity in tissue distribution of NRs and NR-interacting partner proteins is not. (A--C) *NR* gene age is correlated with two gene variation parameters. Percentages of (A) all or (B) LoF variants or (C) ratios of NS/S variants of old (branch 0: 38 NRs) and young (branches 1 and 3: 7 and 1 members, respectively) *NR* genes are shown. Bars represent mean ± standard error of the mean values of the indicated parameters. \*\**P* \< 0.01, compared between the two groups indicated. Only the results of statistical analyses having significant difference are shown. (D--F) Diversity of NR organ/tissue expression is not associated with *NR* gene variation. Plots between the number of organs/tissues expressing each NR and percent values of (A) all or (B) LoF variants or (C) ratios of NS/S variants are shown. Linear regression analyses show no statistical significance. (G--I) The number of NR-interacting proteins is not associated with *NR* gene variation. Plots between the number of proteins (in log~10~ scale) interacting with each NR and percent values of (A) all or (B) LoF variants or (C) ratios of NS/S variants are shown. Linear regression analyses show no statistical significance.](js-02-1-77-f6){#F6}

3. Discussion {#s13}
=============

We present a thorough investigation on SNVs in most of the human *NR* genes by focusing on the three variation parameters: percentage of all variants, percentage of LoF variants, and ratio of NS/S variants. We found that, similar to the *HDAC* genes, *NRs* form a gene family with few gene variations that potentially affect coding peptide sequences and functions of the expressed proteins. Their percentage of all variants is, however, similar to that of the *HLA* and *HDAC* genes respectively known to be highly and little tolerant to (or allowing) genetic changes, indicating that gene variation may happen evenly in these three gene families. Regarding the fact that most of the *NR* genes appeared at a very early evolutionary time point in vertebrates (38 are in branch 0 in the evolutional tree), our results indicate that NRs have fundamental functions that are conserved across most of the vertebrates expressing NRs \[[@B2]\].

Four human *NR* genes---*NR0B2* (*SHP*), *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*)---demonstrated surprisingly high variation profiles compared with the other *NR* genes. These four *NR* genes are also exceptional among the members of their phylogenetic subfamilies or functional groups. This character of *PXR*, *CAR*, and *ERβ* may support a high potential to interact with new endogenous or exogenous ligands appearing in the environment, similar to the *HLA* genes, whose encoding proteins also have a remarkable ability to interact with new antigens \[[@B41], [@B42]\]. Indeed, ER*β* has a higher affinity to estrogenic endocrine disruptors (xenoestrogens) compared with ER*α*, suggesting that ER*β* might act as a receptor for integrating environmental changes into estrogen-organizing biological activities through its flexible LBP for recognizing new ligands, whereas ER*α* tends to mediate classic actions of endogenous estrogens \[[@B39]\]. We also found that the *NR0B2* (*SHP*) gene is highly valuable. In fact, it demonstrated the most variation compared with all other *NRs*, including the three genes with high variation profiles. Its encoding protein, SHP, is an atypical NR missing DBD \[[@B43]\]. SHP functions as a fine modulator for many other NRs, influencing a variety of biological processes, such as lipid, glucose, bile acid and xenobiotic metabolism, and steroidogenesis, through direct physical interaction with the AF-2 surface of its partner NRs via a LxxLL motif \[[@B43]--[@B45]\]. The characteristic high tolerance of *PXR*, *CAR*, and *ERβ* to gene variation may be associated with their high plasticity in interacting with various ligands, and thus SHP might have similar flexibility in its modulatory activity to partner NRs, possibly through high structural variation in its peptide area harboring the LxxLL motif, which would increase its potential to change the strength of the interaction with current partner NRs or to interact with new ones. Furthermore, SHP might have high flexibility in interacting with yet unknown ligands similar to the other three NRs, as this receptor might have them based on the evidence that synthetic retinoid-like compounds can bind SHP and regulate its activity \[[@B46]\]. The high variation character of SHP is in contrast to the same phylogenetic subfamily member DAX-1, which has a similar protein conformation lacking DBD \[[@B47]\] but is among the *NRs* with the lowest tolerance to genetic variation. This evidence suggests that the domain feature shared between these receptors does not underlie their tolerance to SNVs.

We found that DBD and NTD are respectively domains bearing the least and the most gene variation. This is consistent with the reported evidence that these domains are the most and the least conserved domains among NRs \[[@B5], [@B48]\]. Thus, our results suggest that the evolutionary process generating the current human NRs is continuously active in humans and potentially influences creation of future human NR proteins. The results also suggest that recognition of the DNA response elements by DBD is the most important determinant for NR functions among various NR activities mediated by the four major domains/regions in terms of evolutionary selection on the *NR* genes, whereas NTD may contribute to diversity of the NR activities in the human population with its higher levels of genetic variation. LBD demonstrated the characteristics similar to those of DBD, indicating substantial evolutionary constraint on its functions, such as ligand-binding activity and AF-2--mediated transcriptional regulation through interaction with ligands/transcriptional cofactors \[[@B2]\]. However, statistical significance of LBD against other domains/region is less than that of DBD, and thus this domain may have more flexibility than DBD for harboring genetic variations that potentially affect such molecular interactions and functions. All domains/region of the NRs demonstrated no significant difference in the percentage of LoF variants, indicating that they are equally sensitive to the variations that highly damage or knock out their functions/expression. This result may explain the clinical findings that the pathologic *NR* point mutations creating truncated proteins or abolishing entire protein expression seem to distribute evenly in their domains/regions \[[@B49], [@B50]\].

In our analyses, phylogenetic or functional grouping of the *NR* genes does not correlate with any of the three variation parameters. These unexpected findings indicate that *NRs* in different phylogenetic branches or with various functions are equally sensitive to SNVs at least for those except the four *NRs* with high variation profiles. In addition, SNVs potentially affecting NR protein functions were found with similar frequencies over all *NR* genes, further strengthening the hypothesis that most *NRs* are uniformly important for humans. Given the presence of significant difference among *NR* genes in the number of identified pathologic mutations and disease-associated SNVs \[[@B7], [@B49], [@B51], [@B52]\], it is likely that clinical biases, such as difficulty in recognizing/identifying the variation-associated phenotypes, may exist among NRs.

We found that gene age of the *NR* genes influences their accumulation/preservation of SNVs. This is expected based on the premise that younger genes may have more flexibility for accepting sequence alterations than older genes \[[@B53]\]. On the other hand, the number of organs/tissues expressing NRs and the number of partner protein molecules interacting with NRs do not show correlation with any of our variation parameters. These findings suggest that diversity of the current NR functions in terms of their expression sites in human organs/tissues and breadth of their interaction with other intracellular biologic pathways are maintained despite the accumulation of SNVs in the human *NR* genes.

4. Conclusions {#s14}
==============

Our examination on SNVs in the human *NR* genes revealed that they occur mainly under the driving force promoting evolution of the *NR* genes but are not related to their current functional diversity of most of the *NR* genes in humans. Based on the results for *NR1I2* (*PXR*), *NR1I3* (*CAR*), and *NR3A2* (*ERβ*), functional plasticity of NRs for interacting with new ligands may be one of the determinants for the high SNV character (thus genetic diversity) of some *NR* genes.

Abbreviations: AF-2activation function 2DBDDNA-binding domainExACExome Aggregation ConsortiumHoRhormonal receptorHRhinge regionLBDligand-binding domainLBPligand-binding pocketLoFloss of functionMeRmetabolic receptorNRnuclear hormone receptorNSnonsynonymousNTD*N*-terminal domainORorphan receptorPCAprincipal component analysisSsynonymousSNVsingle-nucleotide variation.
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